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Introduction

The stacking method (see [1] and [6, Section 6]) has been used with great
success in ergodic theory to construct a wide variety of examples of ergodic
transformations (see, for example, [1], [4], [5], [6], [10]). However, very
little is known in general about the class 5 of transformations obtained by the
stacking method using single stacks. In particular there is no simple character-
ization of the class . In [1], the following question is raised: is every
transformation with simple spectrum an 5-transformation? (The converse is
true by [2, Theorem 1].) As a particular case the following question is also
raised: is the translation by an irrational number a in [0, 1) an 5-transforma-
tion? In Section of this paper we answer this question affirmatively for a in
a set E of Lebesgue measure 1, as well as giving a partial negative result for a
in Ec. We also consider certain products of translations. Section 2 is concerned
with giving an explicit stacking construction having e2i as an eigenvalue. We
show this is possible for almost all a, and for all a in Ec. All these results depend
on various conditions connected with the goodness of approximation by
rationals of the irrationals involved and we prove several results asserting the
existence of irrationals satisfying these conditions.
The methods of this paper can also be used to show that the examples

considered in [8], Sections 8 and 9, belong to 5 thereby also furnishing examples
of transformations with continuous spectrum and mixed continuous and
discrete spectrum respectively (other than examples actually constructed by the
stacking method). We shall not give the proofs here.

I wish to thank Prof. M. A. Akcoglu for suggesting this problem. I would
also like to thank Prof. J. H. Chalk for several helpful conversations on the
subject of Proposition 1.6.

Section 0

All measure spaces (X, , p) will be isomorphic to [0, 1] with Borel sets and
Lebesgue measure. A transformation (automorphism) of (X, -, p) is an
invertible, bimeasurable, measure preserving mapping of X onto X. A partition
ofX is a finite collection of mutually disjoint elements of. If {P,} is a sequence
of partitions, P, means #(AAP,,A)) 0 for all A , where P,(A) denotes
any union of atoms of P, such that p(P,(A)AA) is minimal. If T is a trans-
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formation of X a stack for T (or T-stack) is an ordered partition S
{So,..., S,_ 1} of X such that T(Sj) S+1 for 0 < j < n 2. So is called
the base of S and n is its height. St is called the ith level of S (so the base is
the Oth level).
We shall need the stacking method for constructing transformations for which

the reader is referred to [6]. The class 5e is the class of transformations
isomorphic to one constructed by the stacking method (using single stacks).
This is just the class of transformations for which there exists a sequence of
stacks {S,,} such that S, 5 and the base of S, is a union of levels of S,+ x.
The following characterization, due to Baxter [2], shows that the last require-
ment is unnecessary.

THEOREM 0.1 (Baxter). A transformation T belongs to iffthere is a sequence
{So} of T-stacks such that S, 5.

We shall also need sorne elementary facts about continued fractions for which
the reader is referred to [9] or [3, Section 4]. We will use the notation of [3].
We shall also use the notation f(x) o(g(x)) ("little oh" notation) in the usual
way and we shall write f(x) g(x) to mean that there exist constants e and C,
both greater than 0, such that cf(x) < g(x) < Cf(x) for all values of x.

Section 1

We begin with a simple result which gives a sufficient condition for a
transformation to belong to

LEMMA 1.1. Let T be a transformation of (X, , #). Suppose that there
exists a sequence {Pi} of partitions of (X, , !) and that for each there is a
permutation tr of Pi and an atom Po of Pi such that:

(2)
(3)

P 5;

l(Tq’-aPoAa’-aPo) O(1/q) where qi is the number of atoms of Pi;
T(Pio c T-(q’-t)e’-tPo) c aPiofor 0 < j <_ qi- 1.

(Of course Po and a serve for nothing more than to order P, but this
statement of Lemma 1.1 is the most convenient for our applications.)
Lemma 1.1 deals with a special type of approximation by cyclic transforma-

tions which is in the spirit of the kind of approximations introduced by Katok
and Stepin in [8]. For interest’s sake we also state without proof a sufficient
condition for T to belong to 5e which is exactly of the type considered in [8].

PROPOSITION 1.2. If T admits a cyclic approximation with speed o(1 ]n2) in the
sense of [-8] then T belongs to 5.

The proof of Proposition 1.2 is very similar to that of Lemma 1.1.
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Proof ofLemma 1.1. Let Po Pio c T-q’-a)trq’-aPio. By (3), TJPio
aJPo, so the TYPio, 0 < j < q- l, are mutually disjoint. Thus we may
define a new partition

P {Po,..., T’-Po}
By (1) and (2) if is sufficiently large/(Po) > (1 e)t(Po). It follows from
this and (1) that P e. Thus Theorem 0.1 implies that T

For an irrational [0, 1) we denote by T the transformation T"
xx + (modl) on[0,1).

THEOREM 1.3. Suppose is an irrational number and there exists a sequence
P/q of irreducible fractions such that P/q o(1/q). Then T p.
Indeed, the levels for the stacks of T may be taken to be intervals.

Proof. Let P be the partition of [0, 1]) into intervals

Pm [m/qi,(m + 1)/qi), 0 < m < q 1.

Define a on {0,..., q 1} by a(m) m + p (mod q) and denote by the
same letter the permutation a of Pi defined by a(Pim) Pi,,m). ai is cyclic
since p and q are co-prime. Note that

p[Tq’-aPoAtr’-a(Po)] <_ 2(q- 1)l -P/q! o(1/q)

by the hypotheses. It is easy to see that condition (3) of Lemma 1.1 is also
satisfied so the theorem follows from that lemma. It is clear, moreover that in
this case Lemma 1.1 yields stacks whose levels are intervals.

COROLLARY For almost all e [0, 1) (with respect to Lebesgue measure),
T e 6a.

(This follows immediately from [3, Theorem 4.2-1, by takingf(q) 1/q log q.
The question now arises whether or not T belongs to S/’ if is a number

which is not approximable to order o(l/q2). This seems to be a very difficult
question. However Theorem 1.4 at least asserts that such a T cannot have
stacks whose levels are intervals, in contrast to the assertion of Theorem 1.3.

THEOREM 1.4. Suppose that is an irrational number and that for some
c > 0 the inequality I -P/ql < c/q 2 has no solutions in inteyers p and q.
Then there does not exist a sequence ofstacks Sifor T such that Si e and the
levels of St are intervals (mod 1).

Proof Suppose that I is an interval of length 1 which is the base of a
T,-stack S of height h which covers more than q (in measure) of [0, 1).
We shall show that if r/is small enough we have a contradiction.

Clearly we may assume I [0, l). Let p/q denote the ith convergent in the
continued fraction expansion for . Let be the unique integer such that

(1) l/q+a < 1 <_ 1/q.
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Set p/q e and assume for simplicity that e > 0 or, what is the same
thing, that is odd (see [3, p. 41]). The argument is similar in case is even.
Note that by [3, p. 42] we have

1 1
(2)

q(q + q+ ) qiqi+

(Strict inequality holds in (2) since is irrational.)
Now by equation 4.4 of [3] and since is odd we have

(3) qi-lPi (mod q3.

By (2) and the hypotheses of the theorem we have q_ 1/q bounded away from
0 and this together with the relation q aq_ + q-2 implies that q_ 1]q is
also bounded away from 1. Thus if r/is sufficiently small (1) implies that the
height h of S must be greater than q_ 1. In particular

(4) Tq’- 11 c I O.

Now

Tq’-1(1) [qi-l, qi-10 + l) (mod 1)

[qi-l(Pi/qi- e3, qi-l(Pi/q- ei) + l) (rood 1)

[1/q q-lei, 1/qi q,-lei + l) by (3).

(Notice that qi_18i < 1/qi.) This together with (4) implies that

(5) < (1 qi-lqiei) 1__.
qi

Now since qi-x x q and ei x 1/q, q-xqei is bounded away from 0, so if
r/is sufficiently small (5) implies that h > q. In particular, T’(I) and 1 are
disjoint. But

Tq’(I) [-qie,-qe + 1) (mod 1).

It follows that l qe < 1/q+ by (2). But this contradicts (1), so the theorem
is proved.
We next prove two results which together imply that certain products of

translations belong to .
THEOREM 1.5. Suppose o, a are irrational numbers and that there exist

n + 1 sequences Pio/qio,..., Pi,/qi, of irreducible fractions such that:

(1) gr Pit
0 as for each r;

qi
qij

j=0

(2) qio, qi, are pairwise co-primefor each i.
Then To x x T. belongs to .
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Proof. For each let Pr be the partition of [0, 1) into intervals

Iirm--[/r rn+’
qir 1)

and let P be the partition Po x P. of [0, 1)"+. As in the proof of
Theorem 1.3 let try, be the permutation of (0,..., q 1 } defined by tr(m)
m + p, (mod q) and denote by the same letter the permutation induced on
P,. Since trio,..., try, are cyclic permutations with orders that are pairwise
co-prime the permutation tr trio x x tr of P is also cyclic. Finally it
is easy to see that condition (3) of Lemma 1.1 is satisfied and that condition
(2) of Lemma 1.1 is guaranteed by (2) of our hypotheses so the result follows
by Lemma 1.1.

It is interesting to note in passing the following purely number theoretic
result which can be obtained via Theorem 1.5. If ,..., satisfy the condi-
tions of Theorem 1.5 then To x x T. belongs to Se and thus it is ergodic.
(This is standard; see [6, Theorem 6.2-1.) It follows by a standard Fourier
series argument that (o,. ,, ) is independent over the rationals. It would
be interesting to find a simple direct proof of this chain of reasoning.

PROPOSITION 1.6. For all n > 0 there exist (n + 1)-tuples (o,..., ctn) of
irrational numbers satisfying the conditions of Theorem 1.6.

Proof. Let eo + + ..-, where the a are all multiples of n! and

are chosen so that eo- Po/qo o(1/q+) where Po/qo denotes the ithio

convergent to co. It follows from our choice of a that for 2 <_ I <_ n, even
and r an integer, I does not divide rp + q. To see this note that

rpi + qi raipi_l + rpi_2 -Jr aiqi-1 + qi-2

so if I divides rpi + qi then I divides rpi-2 + qi-2 (since divides ai) and thus
eventually I divides rpo + qo 1.
Now for 1 < r < n set , o/(ro + 1), pi Pio and q, rpo + qio.

Then
Pit_ o-(Pio/qio) =ofl’gr
qir (reo A- 1)(r(Pio/qio) -f- 1) )qion+2"

Since q qio as c we can write this as

t Pit
0

qir
qir qij

j=O

Note that p, and q, are co-prime since Po and qo are. Finally to see that
qio,..., qin are pairwise co-prime for even i, suppose that a prime l divides
rPio + q,o and r’pio + qio, n > r > r’ > O. Then 1 divides (r- r’)Pio also.
Now I cannot divide Pio (otherwise it would divide qo also) so I must divide
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r r’ and in particular I < n. But divides rpio + qio and as we have already
seen this is impossible unless 1.
The (n + 1)-tuples constructed above consist of equivalent numbers in the

sense defined in [-7, Section 10.11-1. It would be interesting to see if n-tuples
of non-equivalent numbers could be constructed satisfying the conditions of
Theorem 1.6. It should be pointed out, however, that for n > 1, the set of
(n + 1)-tuples satisfying the conditions of Theorem 1.6 has product Lebesgue
measure zero since these conditions force at least one of the to be approx-
imable to order o(1/q"+ 2).

Section 2

Theorems 1.3 and 1.4 leave open the question of whether T, if’ for badly
approximable . Another approach to the problem would be to try to give an
explicit stacking construction which yields a transformation isomorphic to T,
or at least one which has e2’i as an eigenvalue. This attempt is worthwhile even
for T, to which Theorem 1.3 does apply as that theorem says nothing about how
to explicitly construct T, by the stacking method (even though such a construc-
tion must exist). Theorem 2.1 is the result of this attempt. Proposition 2.2
guarantees that Theorem 2.1 applies to all badly approximable (i.e., those to
which Theorem 1.3 does not apply). Thus from 1.3, 2.1 and 2.2 we know that
every T, is a factor of an ff’-transformation and that for almost all , T, is
actually an ff’-transformation.

THEOREM 2.1. Suppose that is an irrational number and that there exists a
sequence p/q offractions such that, denoting 1 p/q[ by :

(1)
(2)

Then there is an explicit stacking construction which yields a transformation with
e2i as an eigenvalue.

Proof We start with a stack Sa of height qa. Suppose that the stack S with
height qk has already been constructed. Sk+ is constructed by cutting S into
[qk+ /qk] stacks of equal width, stacking these above each other into a single
stack and adding qk+ qk[qk+ l/qk] levels on top.

Let us show that the total measure of the space so obtained is finite. If 2k
denotes the measure of Sk and Sk [qk+ X/qk] then

qkSk

< q.____k k " kqkSk

q+ q
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Our hypotheses imply

SO

qk + qk

H
qk+ qk

and thus limk/],k
Let T denote the transformation defined by this sequence of stacks, X the

space on which T acts and # the normalized measure on X. We now construct
a function f such that Tf 2f, where
on the ith level of Sk (recall that the base is the Oth level) and fk 0 Off Sk.
We want to show fk is a Cauchy sequence. Let Sk be the ith stack (in order
of appearance in Sk+ 1) into which Sk is cut. We havefk+ fk 2J(2iqk 1)
on the jth level of Sk. Thus

lfk+ --.fl 12i 11 on Sk
< Skqk(2rtek) on Sk

since < Sk. Also IA+ -AI < 2 on Sk+ Sk and IA+ -AI 0 off
Sk/ 1. Thus

IIA/a All, -< 2rCekSkqk + 2[/(Sk+ 1) /(Sk)]
< 2rekqk+l + 2[/t(Sk+ 1) /(Sk)].

Hence IIA+, All, < and if we set f limk fk it is clear that Tf 2f.

COROLLARY. If satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2.1 then T, is a factor
of an 6t’-transformation.

Proof. Retaining the notation of the above proof, let f# denote the a-algebra
f-1() where denotes the a-algebra of Borel sets in C. One can show by a
straightforward measure theoretic argument that 2(X, fg,/) is spanned by the
functions f, Z. Since Tf 2f, it follows that f# is T-invariant and that
T is isomorphic to T,.

THEOREM 2.2. Let be an irrational number and suppose that there exists a
c > 0 such that Is P/ql > c/q 2 for all integers p and q. Then satisfies the
conditions of Theorem 2.1.

Proof. Let pi)/q(i) denote the ith convergent to . Recall that

1
o

p(i)
e(i) <

q(i) q(i)q(i + 1)

Thus our hypotheses imply that there is a C > 0 such that

(1) q(i + 1) < Cq(i).
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Also, one can show by induction on k that

(2) q(i + k) > 2k-1)/2q(i).

Now choose a real number 0 > such that for >_ 2

(3) 1/2(i 1) log 2 /log 0 > 0.

Next choose an integer N > 0 such that

i-1
(4)

/
log C < log 2 /log 0.

N 2

Finally define an integer sequence k(i) by the recursion k(i + 1) k(i) + [i/N].
Note that k(i) 2 so in particular k(i) > for large i. We will show the
conditions of Theorem 2.1 are satisfied by the sequence p(k(i))/q(k(i)). Observe
that

[i/V]q(k(i))q(k(i + 1)) < C (k(i)) by (1)
q((/))

c[i/lv]
< by (2)

2(k(i)- 1)/2

C[i/v]
< for large

2(i- 1)/2

< 0 -i by (4).

Thus i e,(k(i))q(k(i + 1)) < oo. As for q(k(i))/q(k(i + 1)) being finite,
this follows easily from (2), so the theorem is proved.
As we have already mentioned Theorem 2.1 is of interest not only for badly

approximable , so we state without proof the following proposition which has
as a corollary the fact that the conditions of Theorem 2.1 are satisfied for almost
all . The proof of Proposition 2.3 is similar to that of Theorem 2.2, using a
subsequence of the convergents.

PROPOSITION 2.3. Let cz be an irrational number and let p(i)/q(i) denote the
ith convergent to z. Then if limi_ q(i)/ exists and is finite, satisfies the
conditions of Theorem 2.1.

COROLLARY. For almost all cz there is an explicit stackin9 construction of a

transformation havin9 e2ni as an eigenvalue.

Proof Follows immediately from Theorem 2.1 and I-3, equation 4.18-1.

It should be pointed out in connection with Theorem 2.1 that it does not seem
reasonable to hope that in general the transformation constructed will actually
be isomorphic to T,. One can construct examples of cz and p(i)/q(i) satisfying
the conditions of Theorem 2.1 such that the transformation T has eigenvalues
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e2ni/n for an infinity of integers n. It would be interesting to know, however,
whether T can have any continuous spectrum. It would also be very useful to
know whether a factor of an 6e-transformation must be an 6e-transformation.
This is closely related to the question: does every transformation with simple
spectrum belong to 6e? A negative answer to the first question implies a
negative answer to the second since factors of transformations with simple
spectrum certainly have simple spectrum.
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